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There is currently a great deal of information available to euphonium players who 

double on trombone, but far less for euphonium players who double on tuba. This dissertation 

takes information gathered from many top euphonium/tuba doublers, including: Benjamin 

Pierce, D.M.A., Aaron Tindall, D.M.A., Gail Robertson, D.M.A., Gretchen Renshaw James, 

D.M.A., Matthew Murchison, D.M.A., Matthew Shipes, D.M.A., Matthew Tropman, D.M.A., and 

Keith Kile, and presents a synopsis of their thoughts/reflections on tuba doubling. This 

dissertation is designed to aide euphonium players in the process of learning tuba, enabling 

them to be as efficient as possible with both their time and money throughout the process. 

Topics covered include: difficulties unique to the euphonium/tuba double and approaches to 

overcome them, similarities and differences between euphonium and tuba playing (from the 

perspective of euphonium/tuba doublers), “reverse” benefits of euphonium/tuba doubling on 

the primary instrument, literature recommendations for euphonium/tuba doublers, and 

equipment considerations for euphonium/tuba doublers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this dissertation is to create and provide the modern euphoniumist with 

a method for tuba doubling, aiding and enabling euphonium players to be as efficient as 

possible with their time and other resources while pursuing this double. There is a great deal of 

information available to euphonium players who double on trombone, but these resources are 

much more scarce for those who double on tuba. Given the regularity of university teaching 

positions advertised as “tuba/euphonium”, the grouping of tuba and euphonium players in 

professional organizations such as the International Tuba Euphonium Association, and the ever-

growing number of euphonium players who successfully employ the double, it is time that 

research in the area catches up to these trends. 

Specific areas in which thorough information is not readily available include: First-hand 

information from professionals who employ the euphonium/tuba double, difficulties unique to 

the euphonium/tuba double and approaches to overcome them, similarities and differences 

between euphonium and tuba playing (from the perspective of euphonium/tuba doublers), 

“reverse” benefits of euphonium/tuba doubling on the primary instrument, literature 

recommendations for euphonium/tuba doublers, and equipment considerations for 

euphonium/tuba doublers. This dissertation addresses all of these issues through the collection, 

juxtaposition, and synthesis of interviews with professional euphonium players who have 

achieved or maintained employment through this double.  
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1.2 Significance and State of Research 

With few exceptions, the literature discussing doubling for euphonium players is geared 

directly towards euphonium players doubling on trombone or vice-versa. The earliest reference 

to the subject of low brass doubling in print journals is James Decker’s 1972 article titled 

“Double or Nothing”, published in the December 1972 volume of The Instrumentalist. This 

article discusses the need for horn players in Los Angeles to double on Wagner tubas, but is 

relevant to this document in that it discusses the ways doubling makes musicians more 

marketable, similar to current practices in the United States.  

Following this article in publication date, is an article from the International Trombone 

Association Journal written in 1978 by Edward R. Bahr titled “Idiomatic Similarities and 

Differences of the Trombone and Euphonium in History and Performance.” This article reveals 

the established preference for euphonium players to double on trombone, but does so from 

the trombonist’s perspective, and was written to point out the various “idiomatic” similarities 

and differences between the trombone and euphonium because, “… many musicians are 

unaware of the qualities which distinguish the euphonium from the trombone and the playing 

techniques of each instrument.”1 Bahr’s list of differences between euphonium and trombone 

is itself a compelling argument that combined study of euphonium and tuba is as, or more 

complementary than euphonium and trombone. 

The first published articles specifically discussing trombone and euphonium doubling 

date back to 1982, and are published through the T.U.B.A. Journal. These include: M. Dee 

                                                      
1 Edward R. Bahr, “Idiomatic Similarities and Differences of the Trombone and Euphonium in History and 
Performance,” International Trombone Association Journal 6, (January 1978): 31. 
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Stewart’s 1982 article, “Euphonium Encumbrances and Encouragements.” Larry D. Campell’s 

1983 article, “Why Double on Trombone and Euphonium?” and Royce Lumpkin’s 1984 article, 

“Doubling.” All of these discuss difficulties unique to the trombone/euphonium double, and 

present information, thoughts, and recommendations from players who have already 

encountered these challenges.  The Royce Lumpkin article is unique in that it is a summary of a 

panel discussion on the topic of doubling presented at the Second International Brass Congress 

held at Indiana University in 1984. None of these articles mention the possibility of euphonium 

players doubling on tuba. 

Jerry A. Young’s article “Duties of Low Brass Instructors,” was also published in the 

T.U.B.A Journal in 1984 and is unique and applicable to this dissertation through its subject 

matter. The author uses quantitative data to show the duties of low brass instructors 

throughout the United States, and in doing so makes a strong case for the necessity of doubling 

for both euphonium and tuba players. Much about the musical landscape in low brass 

professorship has changed since the creation of this article, but the ideas that remain 

consistent are that teachers are more employable if they double, and that they will almost 

certainly be required to teach classes outside of low brass.   

The first published dissertation discussing the topic of low brass doubling is Dr. Matthew 

McCready’s 1988 dissertation titled, “Euphonium/Trombone Doubling Among Service Band 

Euphoniumists and Orchestral Trombonists in the United States.” This dissertation is very 

detailed and gives excellent insight into trombone/euphonium doubling through both data 

collection and interviews with individuals who employ the double. The stated purpose of the 

dissertation is, “… to determine how common doubling on euphonium and trombone is, the 
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reasons for doubling, the difficulties encountered in doubling, and the approaches used to 

overcome these difficulties.”2 McCready wisely capitalized on the information in his 

dissertation by quickly publishing a shorter article in the Spring 1990 International Trombone 

Association Journal titled “Euphonium Doubling.” The McCready dissertation is the most 

comprehensive examination of trombone euphonium doubling to date, and is complemented 

by this shorter article.  

Bruce Gleason takes up a new perspective on trombone/euphonium doubling in his May 

1991 article in The Instrumentalist Magazine titled “doubling on euphonium”. Gleason 

discusses the challenges presented to euphonium players who chose to double on trombone 

but also talks about the benefits that doubling has on the player’s primary instrument. In this 

article, Gleason states that “Skills gained on a new instrument help technique and tone 

production on the original instrument”3, which is an idea taken up and expanded upon by Jamie 

Lipton in her 2010 dissertation titled “An Analysis of the Pedagogical Advantages Relating to 

Combined Study of Euphonium and Trombone Through the use of Specific Repertoire.” While 

one may assume that doubling would hurt an individual’s ability to play their primary 

instrument (because of the necessity of dividing practice time between multiple instruments 

and retraining embouchure musculature), Lipton’s dissertation is quite convincing that doubling 

on trombone actually benefits euphonium players and can help them to perform better on their 

primary instrument (euphonium).   

                                                      
2 Matthew A. McCready, “Euphonium/Trombone Doubling Among Service Band Euphoniumists and Orchestral 
Trombonists in the United States.” DMA diss., Indiana University, 1988: 1 
3 Bruce Gleason “Doubling on Euphonium,” The Instrumentalist 45, no. 10 (May 1991): 30 
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Regarding articles in printed books, The Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire and The 

Tuba Source Book both dedicate full length articles to the idea of doubling as a low brass 

instrumentalist, but neither book mentions the idea of euphonium players doubling on tuba. In 

The Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire, John Mueller’s 2007 article titled “Guide to 

Trombone/Euphonium Doubling” provides useful doubling information for euphonium players 

along with a recommended repertoire list. James Self’s 1996 article in the Tuba Source Book 

titled “Doubling for Tubists” discusses tuba players doubling on other instruments in order to 

make themselves employable as free-lance tuba players in Los Angeles. The second edition of 

The Tuba Source Book titled Guide to the Tuba Repertoire omits this article entirely.   

The most comprehensive guide to low brass doubling available is a 2014 publication 

compiled and edited by Dr. Micah Everett titled The Low Brass Player’s Guide to Doubling. This 

book is divided into specific chapters for players of every low brass instrument who wish to 

double on another low brass instrument, and each chapter is contributed by an author who has 

first-hand experience doubling on the chapter’s specific combination of instruments. This book 

contains chapters on: Trombone players doubling on bass trombone, bass trombone players 

doubling on trombone, doubling on two or more sizes of the same instrument (such as small 

bore and large bore tenor trombone or 3/4 and 5/4 CC tuba), trombonists doubling on 

euphonium, trombonists doubling on tuba, tuba players doubling on euphonium, euphonium 

and tuba players doubling on trombone, alto trombone, contrabass trombone, bass trumpet, 

and cimbasso. Considering the comprehensive nature of the book, and the current number of 

euphonium players doubling on tuba, it is unusual that there is not a chapter dedicated to the 

subject.  
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The only published document dealing directly with the idea of euphonium players 

doubling on tuba is a dissertation written in 2013 by Dr. Matthew Murchison. This dissertation 

titled, “Doubling on Euphonium and Tuba: A Guide for Euphonium Players” states that “More 

and more euphonium players have begun to seriously double on tuba in professional 

situations.” Noting the absence of a method book for this, the author creates a “set of daily 

exercises through which a euphonium player may learn to play tuba.” The author also 

interviews “accomplished pedagogues in the United States regarding their approach to teaching 

the study of multiple instruments, namely the euphonium and tuba.”4  

This document offers insight through interviews with tuba players who have taught 

students to double, but it does not interview and gain perspective from any of America’s fully 

employed euphonium players who double on tuba. Dr. Murchison’s dissertation is a method 

book that wonderfully opens the door to further dialogue on euphonium/tuba doubling, leaving 

room for discussions of: when and why to double, recommended repertoire, selection of an 

instrument, similarities and differences between euphonium and tuba playing, and the positive 

benefits or negative aspects that euphonium players have experienced through their pursuit of 

tuba as a serious double.  

 

1.3 Method  

The documents summarized above make up the body of literature available to 

euphonium players who desire to double on another instrument. With this dissertation 

                                                      
4 Matthew Murchison, “Doubling on Euphonium and Tuba: A Guide for Euphonium Players.” DMA diss., West 
Virginia University, 2013: ii 
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document I will continue the discussion begun in Dr. Murchison’s dissertation by juxtaposing 

and synthesizing interview responses from eight fully employed euphonium players who double 

on tuba. The existence of these responses alone fills in a significant gap of information available 

to euphonium/tuba doublers. 

Rather than relegating the full text interview responses to an appendix and primarily 

weaving quotations into my own synthesis, I have formatted the following chapters by first 

juxtaposing relevant interview responses as block quotes in full text, then synthesizing the 

information and highlighting thoughts of great importance at the end of chapters. This format 

reflects the enormous wealth of knowledge to be gained from the interview responses and is 

most efficient for the reader, as it does not require the reader to flip multiple pages for relevant 

responses. There is not enough space to put a full biography for each of the interviewees in this 

document, however I encourage the reader to look up biographical information about each 

interviewee online if you are not already familiar with their stellar careers. 

The professionals interviewed include: 

• Aaron Tindall, D.M.A. 

o Assistant Professor of Tuba and Euphonium, Frost School of Music – University 
of Miami 

o Acting Principal Tubist –Sarasota Orchestra 

• Benjamin Pierce, D.M.A, Professor, Tuba and Euphonium, University of Arkansas 

• Gail Robertson, D.M.A 

o Assistant Professor of Tuba and Euphonium/Jazz, University of Central Arkansas 

o Vice President/President-Elect – International Tuba Euphonium Association 

• Gretchen Renshaw James, D.M.A., Director of Bands and Assistant Professor of 
Music, Hendrix College 

• Keith Kile. Tuba, The United States Military Academy Band 
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• Matthew Murchison, D.M.A. Musician, Composer, Performer, Instructor of Tuba and 
Euphonium at Marshall University 

• Matthew T. Shipes, D.M.A.. Assistant Professor of Music, Angelo State University 

• Matthew Tropman, D.M.A.. Assistant Professor of Tuba and Euphonium, University 
of Arizona Fred Fox School of Music 

 
For the sake of efficiency, each block quotation in the following chapters begins with a set of 

initials corresponding to the person being quoted. These have been arranged in alphabetical 

order based on the first name. The questions that the interviewees are responding to are 

written in bold typeface in order to distinguish them from the responses. A bulleted list of 

abbreviations is provided below: 

• AT = Aaron Tindall 

• BP = Benjamin Pierce 

• GR = Gail Robertson 

• GRJ =Gretchen Renshaw James  

• KK = Keith Kile 

• MM = Matthew Murchison  

• MS = Matthew T. Shipes  

• MT = Matthew Tropman 
 

1.4 A Clarification of Terms: “Doubler” vs. “Practitioner of Multiple Instruments” 

Before continuing, it is worth acknowledging that there is some disagreement in the 

music community as to the implications of the words “doubling” and “doubler”. For some, 

these words carry negative connotations implying that a “primary” instrument takes 

precedence for the performer while a “secondary” or “double” instrument is not played to the 

same caliber or with the same degree of musicianship as the “primary instrument”. To 

circumvent these connotations, some individuals choose to avoid the term “doubling” all 
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together in favor of referring to themselves as “Practitioners of both/multiple instruments”. 

This also helps to avoid confusion when a person “doubles” on more than two instruments 

(which some would refer to as “tripling”).   

For the purposes of this document, I will retain the use of the words “doubler” and 

“doubling”, rather than using “practitioner of multiple instruments”, as the latter would not be 

understood, efficient, or as effective in communicating this document’s information to readers.  

When using the terms “doubler” or “doubling” in this dissertation, I am simply referring 

to an individual who plays two or more instruments, or the act of maintaining a high level of 

skill on two or more instruments. Each of the professionals interviewed is therefore referred to 

as a “doubler” with the understanding that each plays both euphonium and tuba (some also 

conduct and/or play trombone) at an extremely high level. Each interviewee is truly a 

“practitioner of both instruments” to the highest degree, and I offer my thanks to the 

participants for their time and willingness to share their expertise for this project.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR BEFORE BEGGINING TO DOUBLE 

2.1 The Varied Doubling Paths of Today’s Professionals 

The most important initial questions for doublers include when to start playing multiple 

instruments, why to start, and where doubling will lead in a career. In this chapter, I will present 

the responses of the interviewees on these very subjects, followed by a synthesis of the ideas 

presented.  

2.1.1 When to Start 

At what point in your career did you begin doubling on tuba? 
• Where were you in your degrees/performance/teaching career?
• What had you already accomplished on euphonium?

AT: I began during the junior year of my undergraduate degree in Euphonium
Performance. I had already had success in competitions and auditions including: Finals
in DC Military Band audition, MTNA National Brass Artist Winner, ITEC Solo Artist Semi-
Finalist, Lieksa Solo Competition Semi-finalist.

BP: I “dabbled” late in my undergrad career. Mostly I was just playing Bordogni etudes
and trying to get a decent sound on a BBb tuba. During my senior year I performed
(poorly) with a brass quintet. This was the year after I had my first competition
successes on euphonium; I’d won the MTNA, Falcone, and ITEC competitions after my
junior year. I went to grad school at Michigan for a euphonium performance MM, but
grew more serious about playing tuba during my first year there.

GR: I began as a saxophonist in the 6th grade. I was asked to learn the tuba in the 9th

grade due to needs for the marching band. In regards to “my career,” I doubled on tuba
when I won a full-time job at Walt Disney World playing in “The Tubafours” and the
Hollywood Brass. (1989-1999). When I went back to school for my DMA at Michigan
State University (MSU) in 2011, I chose to study secondary tuba (with Phil Sinder),
secondary composition (with Ricardo Lorenz), and secondary trombone (with Ava
Ordman) so I could further my studies and be more marketable for Low Brass teaching
positions.
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GRJ: I began doubling on tuba during the junior year of my undergraduate degree. I had 
already become reasonably successful on the euphonium, having played in several 
international competitions and won several performance competitions at Penn State. 
My teacher was sensing that I was on a path toward a college teaching career, and she 
knew it would be important for me to add tuba so I could be a good teacher of the 
instrument and also make myself marketable for jobs. 
 
KK: I began seriously doubling on tuba in the second year of my DMA. I think I was 30. 
Prior to that I had picked up a tuba every once in a while - mostly to goof around in the 
tuba basement at IU. I had already completed my Bachelors and Masters in euphonium, 
taken lots of auditions, won some school concerto competitions, and done a decent 
amount of gigging in the Indiana/Ohio areas - but all on euphonium. 
 
MM: I began playing tuba in 2007. I bought an Eb tuba before I started my doctorate in 
Low Brass Performance. I was a professional euphonium player and soloist and had won 
some competitions. I did it to make myself more marketable and because I was getting a 
little bored with euphonium.  
 
MS: I began doubling on the tuba during the last year of my undergraduate degree (Fall, 
2007). I had been playing trombone as well since the 10th grade (2000). I took private 
lessons on trombone and euphonium every semester in college (2003-2012) and played 
in ensembles (jazz and classical). Before starting lessons on tuba, I had performed my 
senior recital, and had seen success in several competitions on the euphonium. 
 
MT: I started seriously playing tuba much later than most, in my early 30s. I served for 6 
years in the U.S. Marine Band on euphonium, but when I began teaching as an adjunct 
at Eastern Michigan University after concluding my service with the band, I felt I was not 
serving my tuba students as well as I could be.  
 
 

2.1.2 Why to Start 

What was the reasoning behind your decision to pursue a double on tuba? 
• To make yourself more marketable?  
• To pursue a specific career path? 
• Because of specific requirements of your current job? 
• To better serve students? 
• Some combination of factors? 

 
AT: At that point and time in my college career, I decided that becoming a college 
professor was my end goal. I quickly noticed that the people who were winning the 
college positions played “tuba” but taught the euphonium. I knew right then and there, 
that I would have to be able to play tuba just as good if not better than the competition. 
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BP: My primary reason for wanting to play tuba was musical. I wanted to be able to 
perform in brass quintets, to play in orchestras, and to play some of the good solo rep I 
heard tuba players doing (Plog, Broughton, Vaughan Williams). My secondary reason 
was financial, as I wondered what I was going to do for a living. I figured that if I could 
perform on both instruments, I’d be pretty employable in a tuba/euph teaching gig.   
Later I developed the orchestral itch, and worked pretty seriously on excerpts for a few 
years. My interest in orchestral playing peaked while I was doing my DMA, and has since 
waned and disappeared completely. 
 
GR: I liked the role of the tuba and wanted to be more marketable. At MSU, I chose 
secondary study to further my playing. I knew I would always play tuba. I like the jazz 
basslines.  
 
GRJ: My undergraduate teacher was sensing that I was on a path toward a college 
teaching career, and she knew it would be important for me to add tuba so I could be a 
good teacher of the instrument and also make myself marketable for jobs. 
 
KK: I initially began working on tuba because all of the college teaching jobs I came 
across were listed as “tuba primary.” Most euphonium students are lumped into a tuba 
(or trombone) studio, so that school will still need the euphonium instructor to play 
some instrument in the faculty brass quintet. More importantly, I felt I would obviously 
be a better tuba teacher if I actually played the instrument. In the beginning, I really 
only wanted to be proficient enough to say “yeah I can get around the tuba, but I’m still 
a euphonium player primarily.” 
 
MM: To be more marketable for gigs, more marketable for university teaching, the 
desire to broaden my horizons and do something new.  
 
MS: I originally pursued tuba for a combination of reasons. Much like my reasoning with 
trombone, I wanted to pursue music-making in as many different forms as possible. I 
was especially excited about playing orchestral and solo repertoire on the new 
instrument.  

I definitely wanted to make myself more marketable as well as pursue the career 
path of university teaching. At the time, I was very interested in playing euphonium 
professionally in a premier military band, but felt equally excited about teaching college. 
I wanted to be marketable for both job opportunities.  

At this point in time, I do not think I was considering my students 5-10 years 
down the road, but I firmly believe that I am able to better serve my students now due 
to my experience playing all three horns.  
 
MT: The main reason I began seriously playing tuba was to better serve students. 
However, it had the added effect of making me more marketable, both as a performer 
and teacher.  
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2.1.3 Where it Led 

Do you think your reasoning for selecting this double and the timing for beginning was correct/a 
good decision?  And if not, what would you have done differently? 

 
AT: Absolutely. 
 
BP: Yes, it worked out well. I enjoyed playing the tuba rep, I enjoyed learning the 
instrument, I had some success in competitions, and it got me a job as a professor 
teaching both instruments, for which I felt well qualified.   
 
GR: If I could go back, I would have gotten an actual degree in tuba. Perhaps my MM 
would have been in tuba. I do love the euphonium and am proud to have THREE degrees 
in euphonium, but this is not wise for today’s students. I knew better when I went back 
to school after my 22-year hiatus, but my dream was to get a DMA in euphonium, not 
the tuba.  
 
GRJ: The timing felt right. I had already become reasonably successful on the 
euphonium, and my understanding of brass playing in general was in pretty solid shape. 
It seemed like a good time to get started on the tuba. Plus, I had some time to learn 
tuba with my undergraduate teacher, which set me up to continue my tuba studies 
during my M.M. degree. Although my M.M. was in Euphonium Performance, I was 
prepared to do an almost equal amount of tuba playing during that degree, which was 
what allowed me to then pursue a D.M.A. in Tuba Performance 
 
KK: I was very wrapped up in the identity of being a euphonium player. I think 
euphoniumists, rightly, have something to prove - a constant struggle for validity in the 
classical music world. That struggle builds a reluctance to move away from our 
instrument in search of employment or more performing opportunities since it’s almost 
like you’re giving up on “the fight.” This mentality of “I can do it on euphonium” is 
probably the biggest reason I didn’t start branching out until so late.  
I probably could have begun earlier. However, I don’t really know if my success came 
from just playing a new instrument or if it took me that long to really learn how to 
practice, listen, and try to apply a high-level of musicianship to everything I do. 
 
MM: I think it was as good a reason as any. I wouldn't say it's a regret, but I could've 
started doubling sooner. I think the timing to begin doubling is "ASAP" if someone is 
interested in being a professional musician.  
 
MS: This is a difficult question to answer! Things have worked out because of/in spite of 
my decisions, but I have wondered if I made the right ones in the past.  
I think before a student can seriously take on a double, they need to have a very firm 
grasp of the fundamentals of their “main” instrument, and what it takes to improve on 
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their own. It is hard to avoid “bleed-over” between instruments if this is not the case 
(playing trombone like a euphonium, etc).  

For me, I wish I had started learning and focusing on the contrabass tuba earlier 
in my education. I think many of these fundamental elements of playing would have 
been easier to grasp if that had been the case. 
 
MT: Yes, a good decision for me.  

 
Throughout your career has this double served the purposes that you originally intended it to?   

• Has it opened any doors for you? 
• Have you been surprised by any opportunities that this double has made possible? 
• Could you conceivably be where you are today without this double? 

 
AT: Yes. I think it made me more marketable, especially after I accomplished a few 
things on the tuba. I think that I would not be where I am at in my career if I had not put 
the euphonium down for some time, and truly dedicated myself to fundamentally 
learning the tuba.  
 
BP: This is awfully hard to answer because we all know how few euphonium players are 
employed in full-time tuba/euph teaching gigs. I don’t know whether that would have 
happened for me or not. When I was finishing my doctorate and applying for jobs, I was 
working as a bus driver. The plan back then was just to keep driving the bus until I found 
something, if ever.   

I would not have been eligible for the military, and I don’t know that I can sit still 
long enough to be a full-time orchestral player, so college teaching was the route for 
me, and the doubling was probably the ticket. 
 
GR: YES. I would NOT be teaching at my current job, the University of Central Arkansas, 
had I not played the tuba. I play the tuba in our faculty brass quintet, the “Pinnacle 
Brass.” 
 
GRJ: Yes, the double has certainly opened doors. I’ve had a much greater amount and 
range of playing gigs available to me, all of which have been important for me 
professionally. I think that learning the tuba forced me to understand brass playing to an 
even greater degree than I might have had I played only euphonium, and this deeper 
understanding makes me a better teacher – both in applied lessons and as a conductor. 
I definitely would not be where I am today without doubling on tuba. 
 
KK: The double did way more than I initially intended. I would 100% not be where I am 
now if I hadn’t finally branched out. 
 
MM: Doubling has opened lots of doors for me: more gigs in general (brass quintet, 
church gigs, subbing with orchestra, teaching at universities). I know I wouldn’t be able 
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to do the kind of solo performances I do today without doubling since I prefer to play 
both instruments (and more) on recitals.  
 
MS: It certainly has served me well in my career. My tuba-playing has opened many 
doors for me including:  

• Being able to advance in and win competitions on the tuba 
• Be accepted to the DMA program at UGA 
• More attractive candidate in job interviews for: 

o The USAF Band (euphonium) 
o The University of Idaho (tuba/euph) 
o Angelo State University (all low brass) 

• Opportunities to play with other groups like: 
o Brass of the Potomac (on both instruments) 
o The American Tuba Quartet (on both instruments) 
o Idaho Brass Quintet 
o Local/Regional Symphonies (Walla Walla, San Angelo, Richardson) 

While I think I might have been able to win a premier band position earlier if I had only 
focused on euphonium, I do not think I would be where I am today as a college 
professor without my experience on tuba. I often get the impression that search 
committees are mainly interested in tuba-players when they are looking for that 
Assistant Professor of Tuba/Euphonium. A lot of this is due to the fact that they often 
need a tubist for their faculty brass quintet, or they might (incorrectly) view tuba as the 
more marketable/important instrument. 
 
MT: Of course playing two instruments creates more opportunities for me. There are a 
lot more freelance opportunities (orchestra and brass quintet in particular) for tuba 
than for euphonium. I play many, many more tuba gigs than euphonium gigs.  
 
 

2.1.4 When/Why/Where: Synthesis of Ideas 

In reading the responses of the interviewees, a number of commonalities and contrasts 

begin to stick out. The ideas that seem common to each individual are the reasons for which 

they began to double (increased musical opportunities and job potential), and the fact that 

each saw positive benefits from doubling. There was a general consensus among the 

interviewees that they would not be where they currently are today had they not begun 

doubling, and many confirmed that there is no chance they would be working their current job 

without a double on tuba. 
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In considering when to start doubling, it is worth noting that there was a lot of variation 

among the interviewees regarding when they actually started, but despite this each was able to 

find success. Upon their reflection of what would have been the ideal time to start (if they were 

to go back and do it again), not a single response said that starting later would have been a 

better idea. Those who started later in their careers generally expressed that it may have been 

beneficial for them to start sooner, while those who began earlier in their careers seemed to 

think that starting as soon as possible is a good idea (as long as the student is comfortable on 

their primary instrument and has experienced some level of success on their primary 

instrument).  

The consensus “ideal” starting point seems to be near the end of the student’s 

undergraduate degree, as this allows the student time to devote themselves to their primary 

instrument and achieve some success before branching out. It also allows the student enough 

time to seriously sit down with the tuba (throughout a master’s degree), and if desired, work up 

to the level of ability necessary to pursue a DMA in tuba rather than euphonium. While it is 

difficult to find time for tuba during a master’s degree in euphonium, the interviewees who did 

put in the time expressed that being able to pursue a DMA in tuba performance was a great 

help to their careers.  

Having pursued three degrees in euphonium performance in my own career, I do admit 

to wishing that I had a tuba degree when I began applying for jobs. I was still able to find 

employment through the double, but given the chance to do it again I know that it would be 

wiser to be in a position where one of my degrees was in tuba rather than euphonium. 
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2.2 Selecting a Tuba 

A final consideration to be made before beginning to double on tuba is what type of 

instrument to play. Tubas are commonly sold in bass (F and E-Flat) and contrabass (CC and BB-

Flat) varieties, and selecting an instrument to purchase and/or begin on can greatly affect 

immediate career possibilities. The following questions and responses are designed to help the 

reader get a sense of what is possible with each differently pitched tuba, not the different 

brands and models available. After presenting these responses, I will analyze them to establish 

guidelines for purchasing a first tuba. 

 

2.2.1 Beginning on F, E-Flat, CC, and BB-Flat Tubas 

What pitch tuba did you begin playing on (F, E-Flat, CC, BB-Flat) and what was your reasoning 
for starting on this instrument? 

 
AT: I began on the F tuba. A Hirsbrunner HB – 12 Piston F Tuba. Beginning on the F tuba 
afforded me the availability to have an instrument that was easy to control and “steer” 
right away. I chose a larger F tuba that would work well for solo repertoire, and would 
fit perfectly in a brass quintet setting. 
 
BP: BBb. Initially to keep it simple—fingerings, etc.  Also, that was pretty much what was 
available. 
 
GR: I began on a B-flat tuba.  (As of two years ago, I currently play mostly E-flat and 
some B-flat). it’s what my high school had to offer me. I have very close to perfect pitch, 
so it is easier for me to play “by ear” when I play B-flat tuba. I have “adapted” to the E-
flat, but it is not automatic yet when playing by ear! 
 
GRJ: I began playing the F tuba. I played F tuba for about a semester before I added CC. 
The F tuba seemed like a good transitional instrument into the tuba world. In addition, 
my undergraduate school owned an F tuba that I could use to get started.  
 
KK: I began on CC (a 4/4 PT-606p). It was free (from my National Guard band). 
MM: I began on E-flat because it seemed like a good all-around tuba. I didn't really like F 
tuba and there was a great deal on Woodwind and Brasswind. The fact that I could read 
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bass clef like Bb treble clef (with key-change modifications) was a big plus. It eliminated 
the extra step of learning new fingerings for what I was looking at.  
 
MS: CC for 1 semester, then F during my Masters degree. I bought a Miraphone Firebird 
during the first year of my Masters degree. While the cost was certainly cheaper than a 
CC-horn, the main reason for this was because it was closer to euphonium in 
range/pitch. Due to this fact, I was able to get comfortable playing the instrument much 
more easily, and tackle serious repertoire for recital performances and competitions. 

From a pedagogical standpoint, it would have been better to start on CC tuba in 
the long-term in order to get more comfortable with “tuba” in general rather than f-
tuba, but my ability to play high-level repertoire on the smaller instrument led to several 
opportunities, especially being accepted into a DMA program at the University of 
Georgia in tuba performance.  
 
MT: I began on F tuba. It was the only horn available. 
 
 

2.2.2 Recommendations for a First Tuba 

Today would you recommend the pitch tuba you began on to beginning doublers, or do you 
think a differently pitched horn has more advantages?  

• What are the positive and negative aspects of the different pitched tubas?   
• Does it depend on what you hope to achieve with the double? 

 
AT: I encourage any euphonium player that is considering to double on the tuba to 
choose an instrument that is either in the key of Eb or F. The smaller, higher pitched 
instruments are easier to control than a large contrabass Bb or CC tuba. The individual 
note “slots” are not as wide as a contrabass tuba, and will be more relatable to the 
euphonium at first.  
 
BP: Honestly, I don’t know. Going to an Eb or F tuba might be an easier transition for a 
euphonium player, but then there is the risk of playing the horn like a big euphonium, 
which is in some ways not the right approach. So, I feel that a BBb or a CC is a good 
option. The contrabass horn really makes a euph player get used to the larger bore and 
a much slower, relaxed air speed. In theory, if a euphonium player can sound good on a 
BBb or CC, then the F or Eb should be easy. 
GR: I think it is best to know at least one contra bass tuba (BB-flat or CC) AND one bass 
tuba (E-flat or F). It is easiest for euphers to play B-flat and E-flat tuba since you can read 
as in Bb treble clef and change the key. The E-flat tuba is also smaller and easier for me 
to handle as a small woman. I would suggest the bass tubas (E-flat and F) for soloists and 
chamber music players. I would not suggest them to purchase a large CC tuba for those 
who do not aspire to play in a symphony orchestra.  
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GRJ: For some reason, I think the E-flat tuba is a little friendlier of a place to start for 
euphonium players. I’ve always found the E-flat tubas I’ve tried to be very easy to play, 
so they help facilitate the transition from euphonium to tuba. Either way, I believe the F 
or E-flat tubas to be better first tubas for euphonium players than CC or BB-flat tubas. 
For me, the way you have to use your air on the larger horns is so different from 
euphonium that I think the learning curve can be much steeper. In an ideal world, I 
would take a strong euphonium player and have him/her start with F or E-flat tuba and 
then add CC or B-flat. 
 
KK: I absolutely recommend anyone starting on tuba (whether doubling or starting from 
scratch) start on a contrabass instrument (either CC or BBb). To me, F is just such a 
wonky instrument that you don’t have a chance to get your feet underneath you if 
you’re jumping straight into it. Beyond that, CC and BBb are easier to convey the ideas 
of long and significant blow, and constant and efficient buzz. 
 
MM: I would encourage them to try a few horns and see what they like. If they can't 
afford much I'd encourage them to start with what's available. Ultimately if you're 
hoping to try and play in orchestra you probably shouldn't only have an Eb or F tuba. I 
do think that Eb is a great starting point for euphonium players.   
 
MS: I would advise students to start on contrabass tuba (either BBb or CC) first, despite 
my success with starting on bass tuba, if they are hoping to teach at the collegiate level 
or play tuba professionally. For my money, the big horn is “home-base,” and it is 
challenging to avoid or unlearn playing the bass tuba like a euphonium. It should be 
played like a tuba, and this comes from practicing fundamentals, and warming up each 
day on the big horn.  

If the purpose of doubling is only to gain more opportunities to play, and doesn’t 
involve teaching tuba majors or working toward orchestral playing, then starting on bass 
tuba might be more advantageous. Eb is a good “catch-all” horn in this way for doublers. 
I focus on contrabass tuba now because I need to be able to demonstrate that style of 
playing to my students and I am interested in orchestral playing, but this wouldn’t 
matter much if I weren’t in this situation.  
 
MT: What pitch tuba to start playing of course depends on one’s goals. However, E-flat 
is an excellent choice for many. Often, E-flat tubas are 4-valve compensating 
instruments, a design very familiar to euphoniumists. In addition, someone starting out 
on tuba with a euphonium background can read printed music as if it were tenor clef 
and this may make learning fingerings easier and faster than starting out on CC or F. CC 
and F very often have the added factor of the 5th valve. It will normally take a 
euphonium player quite a while to integrate the use of the 5th valve into his/her playing 
effectively. E-flat tuba is a good all around instrument because one finds it used in all 
types of ensembles: band, orchestra and chamber, and it is also a good solo instrument.  
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2.2.3 Purchasing Multiple Tubas 

Do you own or have you owned multiple differently pitched tubas? If yes, what do you own and 
what were the reasons for purchasing these? 

 
AT: Yes, I have two CC tubas, and two F tubas currently.  

• I have Warren Deck’s Meinl Weston 2165 6/4 CC tuba – I primarily use this in the 
orchestra 

• Meinl Weston 5450 – Thor 5/4 CC tuba – I use this for orchestral auditions and 
smaller orchestral works 

• Meinl Weston 4450 F tuba (rotary) – solo, quintet playing 
• Meinl Weston 2182W F Tuba (piston) Solo playing 

 
BP: I initially bought a huge orchestral CC (MW 2165), which I played for a few years. I 
moved to the Nirschl 4/4, then to a custom Miraphone 190 CC, finally to the 1292 that 
I’m playing now. I don’t perform much on CC anymore, but I try to play it regularly to 
reinforce the blowing style and to help bolster my F playing.   

My first F was a school owned MW rotary with a terrible low register. My own 
first F was a MW 45-slp, which I really liked but it was a bit big for solo playing. I moved 
on to a Firebird, and recently to the Elektra. 
 
GR: YES!  

• Miraphone 1291 B-flat tuba: (big horn, easy to sound great and is good when 
you need a big horn… I often feel like I am taken “more seriously” with this horn 
than my original Cerveny Piggy B-flat tuba.  

• Yamaha YBB621 ¾ size B-flat tuba: I purchased this horn in search of a good 
quintet tuba. I like it, but will soon sell it as I have moved to E-flat tuba. The E-flat 
tuba has a pure sound and works best for me. 

• Besson 983 E-flat tuba: I purchased this tuba (for a great price) prior to going 
back to school because I knew I would “need it” for my DMA adventure! This is a 
great quintet horn, but my small hands make playing the large side-action valves 
more difficult. 

• Besson 981 “John Fletcher” E-flat tuba: I purchased this tuba last April to replace 
all other tubas. It is the British style E-flat tuba and it fits me and suits small 
hands! 

• Holton Convertible ¾ sized B-flat tuba: This was given to me and it plays great. It 
can be used as a regular tuba or an over-the-shoulder marching instrument. The 
only bummer is that it is only 3-valves. It plays as good as any tuba I own! 

• 1966 Holton fiberglass sousaphone: I got this at a consignment shop many years 
ago for $66. I have used it for parades at Universal Studios and always have it 
when I need it. 

• Helicon (very, very old) 4-valve BB-flat: This was given to me and I have used it 
for outdoor gigs and for fun! 
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GRJ: Yes, I own an F tuba and a CC tuba. These seem to be the standard keys of tubas 
that American professional tuba players own, so that’s why I chose to play these 
instruments. 
 
KK: I currently own a PT-6p CC and a B&S JBL Classic F. These were both purchased on 
whims from school colleagues who were moving on to new horns. They turned out to be 
two of my favorite tubas I’ve ever played, and I honestly don’t know if I would have 
been successful on much else. 

It’s hard, but doable, to get around all of the tuba rep you'll need to on just a 
single pitched horn. I guess it depends on what you're trying to do, but I feel like I could 
have generally gotten around most quintet, free-lance orchestra gigs, and all band stuff 
on CC only. Solo rep is a little different and definitely benefits from a higher pitched 
instrument. 

In the West Point Band I currently play: 
• 5/4 PT-6p CC in silver 
• 4/4 Meinl Weston 3450 CC 
• Willson 3200 F 
• My personal horns occasionally 
• A whole bunch of sousaphone 

 
MM: I have owned differently pitched tubas but I don't currently. I have also owned a 
CC (wasn't using it enough to justify having it) and a BBb (also wasn't using it enough to 
justify having it). My reasons for purchasing them was that it seemed like the right thing 
to do at the time, but ultimately wasn't the right thing for me. Maybe I'll own another 
tuba again down the road.  
 
MS: I own a Miraphone 1292 CC tuba and a Miraphone Firebird F tuba. I already 
mentioned this but I own the F to perform much of the solo repertoire, and 
orchestral/chamber parts that call for F tuba, and the CC to play everything else, as well 
as demonstrate tuba playing in private lessons. 
 
MT: I received an F tuba as a gift, which is why I started playing it. I acquired a CC for use 
in orchestra. 
 
 

2.2.4 Selecting a Tuba: Synthesis of Ideas 

These responses again show a wide variety of paths that have led to success, and this is 

good news for potential doublers. When selecting a tuba, the first thing a student must 

consider is cost and availability. Many of the interviewees began playing tuba based on what 
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was immediately available to them, so it is worth noting that if the tuba desired isn’t available, 

it is better to begin practicing on whatever is within reach rather than waiting and practicing 

nothing.  

If the student is in a position where they have to choose between starting on a 

contrabass tuba or bass tuba, then immediate and long term performance and teaching goals 

should both be considered. As many of the interviewees agreed, bass tuba is generally an easier 

first instrument for euphonium players as it is closer in size to the euphonium. The instrument 

will feel different from the euphonium, but it will not feel like an entirely new endeavor the 

way the contrabass tuba may. The bass tuba makes it possible to get into some very advanced 

solo literature very quickly as well as providing opportunities to play in chamber ensembles 

such as a brass quintet. These positives may be very desirable for someone who would like to 

audition for a DMA in tuba or who is applying for a college teaching position that includes 

playing with a brass quintet. At the same time, playing only the bass tuba puts most band and 

orchestral playing/auditions out of reach.  

The other down side to beginning on the bass tuba, is that the euphonium player may 

approach the instrument with a “euphonium mindset” rather than with a “tuba mindset”. A 

decent sound may be achieved on the bass tuba very quickly by a euphonium player, but a 

characteristic tuba sound may take longer to develop if the student never gets experience with 

a contrabass tuba. Knowing this, many interviewees suggest beginning on bass tuba for ease, 

and then adding contrabass tuba, so that there is never a point where the learning curve is too 

steep.  
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In contrast, others suggest beginning on contrabass tuba and using that as a reference 

point for how to play the bass tuba rather than using euphonium as the reference point. 

Multiple interviewees expressed that the student may actually benefit more in the long run 

from beginning on contrabass tuba because it reduces the chance that the student will 

approach both tubas like they are a euphonium. They argue that the contrabass tuba feels like a 

significantly different instrument from the euphonium, especially in the relaxed blowing style 

necessary to produce a characteristic sound, and that this stark difference/steeper learning 

curve allows the student to keep the instruments “separated” in their mind. It can be 

reasonably argued that developing a characteristic sound on contrabass tuba will then lead to 

an easy application to the bass tuba, allowing the student to approach the bass tuba from their 

contrabass playing rather than from their euphonium playing. If the student purchases a 

contrabass tuba, they will be able to play most wind band and orchestral works, and can make 

brass quintet and other chamber music work, although much solo and chamber literature 

would be better served on bass tuba. 

In my own experience of having started on bass tuba, I have found success initially, but 

have run into multiple problems because of not having a contrabass tuba available to me. These 

problems include: a sound that is small and uncharacteristic of tuba (the classic example of a 

euphonium player trying to play tuba like a euphonium), a weak low range, and an uneasiness 

or inability to say yes to band and orchestral playing because of the issues mentioned above. 

That being said, I am still glad that I have been working on bass tuba and think that it won’t 

have any negative affects when I finally get my hands on the contrabass. I purchased an F tuba 

originally because of availability (and a great deal) but I think I would be further down the road 
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had I purchased a contrabass tuba. For these reasons and those mentioned by the 

interviewees, I recommend that students start on contrabass tuba. 

Regarding the specific key of bass or contrabass tuba to purchase, there are 

considerations to make as well. For bass tubas the main options are F or E-Flat. E-flat tuba is 

recommended by a number of interviewees as being a tuba that facilitates an easy transition 

for euphonium players and that can be used as a “catch all” instrument. It is a comfortable 

range for solo and chamber music, and a step below the F tuba making band and orchestral 

works more attainable in a pinch, though no one would argue that this instrument alone would 

enable you to win an orchestral audition. Some E flat models even come in a compensating 

design that make the instrument feel very similar to a euphonium.  

These indeed are benefits in regards to ease of transition, but it is also worth noting, as 

Dr. Renshaw James does, that most tuba students in America play on CC and F tubas. If the 

doubler intends to teach at the collegiate level, then playing F instead of E-flat and CC instead 

of BB-Flat can help to make the teacher more immediately familiar with intonation, the five 

valve non-compensating system, and general peculiarities of the instruments. Some argue that 

knowing the universal pitch tendencies of brass instruments will make it so that playing the 

same pitched instrument as students doesn’t add much value, but I have found in my own 

teaching that knowing tendencies of the instrument through dealing with them on a daily basis 

helps me to be an immensely better teacher. I have also observed that never taking the time to 

learn the use of the 5th valve renders the teacher unable to recommend situations for its use to 

students. For these reasons, I would recommend F and CC over E-Flat and BB-Flat for those who 

want to teach at the collegiate level.   
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CHAPTER 3 

LEARNING THE DOUBLE EFFICIENTLY 

The following chapter focuses on methods for learning to double on tuba as efficiently 

as possible. Although there are observable benefits to the combined study of multiple brass 

instruments, it remains that time is at a premium for anyone attempting to split their practice 

load between multiple instruments. 

3.1 Lessons 

What was the primary means through which you learned to double on tuba? 
• Did you have tuba specific lessons?
• Was it for a degree?
• Did you teach yourself?

AT: Yes, at first I had a tuba lesson, and a euphonium lesson each week. Velvet Brown
was my undergraduate teacher. I owe her much thanks for the extra time that she spent
with me on the tuba.

BP: I studied tuba extensively with Fritz Kaenzig during my MM in euphonium. Usually
we alternated weeks between the two. I was able to get accepted for a DMA in tuba.

GR: I taught myself until I studied with Phil Sinder at MSU during my DMA in euphonium
in 2012.

GRJ: I took tuba-specific lessons with my undergraduate teacher. I still had 60-minute
euphonium lessons and added 30-minute tuba lessons. During my M.M. degree, I took
separate tuba and euphonium lessons. Although I was officially pursuing an M.M. in
Euphonium Performance, I essentially completed the performance requirements of the
M.M. in Tuba Performance as well. Finally, when I got to my D.M.A. in Tuba
Performance, I took only tuba lessons, but my teacher was happy to work with me on
euphonium and allow me to perform on it in degree recitals.

KK: I took several lessons with Tim Northcut at CCM, but did most of the work on my
own. Tim is a master at nit-picking, so I think between that and the amount of time I was
able to devote to the horn (being done with coursework) helped to develop my tuba
playing from the ground level exactly as I wanted - with no pressure to go faster than
needed and without the classic “workarounds” to get a desired outcome incorrectly.
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Having been around great tubists, I just tried to sound like my favorites (Andy 
Smith, Nimrod Ron, James Land, Tony Kniffen, MANY others) and did incessant listening 
(Pokorny excerpt cd and Davis 20 min warm-up - and Chris Olka’s YouTube channel is a 
gold mine).  I recorded my practice every day and just tried to sound like my favorite 
parts of each of their playing. 

 
MM: I did have tuba lessons as part of my degree program. I learned a lot from a lesson 
with Pat Sheridan which I was then able to apply in my own practice time. 

 
MS: I took tuba lessons (half-hour) during the last semester of my undergrad before 
student-teaching. I then studied more seriously in my master’s degree in euphonium 
performance with Benjamin Pierce. It was not for a degree specifically to begin with. I 
think starting as a graduate student was good because I had vast amounts of time to 
practice between lessons.  
 
MT: started out teaching myself, and ultimately pursued my Doctorate in tuba 
performance. 
 
 

3.2 Challenges to Expect and How to Overcome Them 

What were your main challenges in learning tuba and what came naturally? What did you do to 
overcome these challenges? Please be as specific as possible. 

• Sound concept? 
• Use of air? 
• Phrasing? 
• Embouchure flexibility? 
• Low range? 
• High range? 
• Middle Register? 
• Slurring? 
• Articulation? 
• Intonation? 
• Any particular note on the horn? (D Flat/C below the staff on F tuba etc.) 
• Finger facility? (5th/6th valve non-compensating) an issue? 
• Reading? 

 
AT: 

• Sound concept? - Sound came very naturally. 
• Use of air? - I had to learn to use a wider column of air, and to slow the speed of 

it down. 
• Phrasing?  
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• Embouchure flexibility? - My mid register on the F tuba was very difficult for me 
at first. 

• Low range? - Low range was never an issue. 
• High range? - The high register was definitely never an issue. 
• Middle Register? - Yes, the mid register was difficult. The slots in the mid-register 

of the tuba felt so much wider to me than the euphonium. Along with a wider 
diameter rim on the mouthpiece, this register was difficult at first for some 
reason.  

• Slurring? - Easy 
• Articulation? - Easy 
• Intonation? - Easy. I had a good instrument that was very in tune. 
• Any particular note on the horn? (D Flat/C below the staff on F tuba etc.) C in the 

staff, Db in the staff, and D in the staff. 
• Finger facility? (5th/6th valve non-compensating) an issue? 
• Reading? 

I overcame these challenges by doing a lot of mouthpiece buzzing in the mid-register, 
and then would plug it directly into the tuba, making sure that I was physically doing the 
exact same thing that I had just buzzed on the mouthpiece. Making sure that it 
transferred over to the instrument was key for me. 
 
BP: There were quite a few challenges. Initially there seems to be a terrible double buzz 
in the middle register of the tuba for most wannabe doublers, myself included. The 
embouchure as developed for the smaller mouthpiece just doesn’t function properly at 
first. Sound in the low register is predictably narrow, and articulation, especially on the 
contrabass tuba, is a struggle. Some vibrato concepts need to be relaxed or abandoned 
(I use lots of vibrato on the tuba but I like to think it’s because I enjoy the sound, not 
because I’m a euphonium player). Finger facility and high register were not problems for 
me. I will say, however, that I don’t consider my tuba high register to be stellar. I don’t 
think it’s a foregone conclusion that high register will be easy on the tuba. 

Intonation is not a struggle provided that one knows the universal brass 
instrument pitch tendencies, which I was becoming much more aware of as I was 
learning tuba. Learning a new set of fingerings for each horn is challenging at first, of 
course, but quickly overcome. Rotary valves were a bit of an issue. They have a very 
different feel from pistons, and while it’s difficult to describe, one needs to blow 
differently when slurring with rotary valves. 

I overcame most issues with practice, and lots of it. Frequently, if I’m not 
practicing enough, I need to overcome those same issues again. Lots and lots of time in 
the low register, specifically playing from Wes Jacobs’s low Bordogni transcriptions. That 
gave me good experience reading all those ledger lines in addition to working on the 
sound. I remember (and still practice) lots of articulation work. I was and am an etude-
aholic; I’d rather play tuneful etudes than robotic exercises any day.   
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GR:  
• Sound concept? EASY 
• Use of air? NOT EASY, still NOT EASY!!! 
• Phrasing? NOT EASY. It really helps my breathing on the euphonium! 
• Embouchure flexibility? No problem. 
• Low range? No problem, I just don’t have the breath support for long or loud 

passages.  
• High range? No problem, you still have to “earn” the higher notes. It’s not 

“automatic” to have a high register just because you play the euphonium.  
• Middle Register? I used to get a double buzz on G at the bottom of the staff. 

buzzing fixed it! 
• Slurring? No problem. Buzzing really helps this too. (I seldom buzz on a 

euphonium mouthpiece, but buzz much more often on a tuba mouthpiece).  
• Articulation? Same as the euphonium except for lower register tongue 

placement. I can double, single and triple tongue the exact speed on each. Not 
slower on the tuba. 

• Intonation? Same issues with 6th partials. I have a great ear, so this is a huge 
help. 

• Any particular note on the horn? (D Flat/C below the staff on F tuba etc.) Used to 
get a double buzz on G at the bottom of the staff… buzzing fixed it! (I thought it 
was the particular tuba that was bad… all tubas did this). 

• Finger facility? (5th/6th valve non-compensating) an issue? Large valves are bad 
for small hands. Can’t press 2 and 4 without pressing some 3rd valve too. Rotary 
valves are better, but I prefer pistons. I definitely prefer the compensating 
horns!! 

• Reading? NO issues. I like the ledger lines! 
To overcome these, I needed to buzz regularly to maintain my face and do more 
breathing stuff! 
 
GRJ: It took time to get used to a much slower flow of air on the tuba, especially in the 
low range. The lower range of the F tuba was particularly challenging for me to figure out. 
Another, perhaps related challenge I faced was being able to play the tuba without an 
“embouchure break” around an F at the bottom of the bass clef staff. It took me a long 
time to be able to smooth over this break so that my flexibility on the tuba could be better. 

The slow air usage just took a lot of practice in the low range. I used etudes geared 
toward low-register playing for the contrabass tuba. I also played contrabass tuba etudes 
on my F tuba to help work on the low range. I also got involved in playing in a brass 
quintet, which forced me to get these issues figured out as quickly as possible so I could 
keep up with the group. Regarding the embouchure break, I used David Vining’s Flow 
Studies to help with this. I also used a technique I learned from a trumpet player: playing 
something flutter tongued and then without the fluttering as a way to train the air and 
embouchure to stay consistent when moving around the horn. I used (and still use!) the 
flutter tonguing technique when I play the Vining Flow Studies. 
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KK: My biggest initial challenge was producing a clean, “non-bobbled” sound in the 
middle register (Ab below the staff to D in the staff). I really don’t know why, but when I 
was getting started these notes had me completely stumped. I spent a lot of time doing 
articulation exercises just on these pitches and then half-valve buzzing them at as many 
dynamic levels as I could before they finally came more naturally. 

My next challenge was playing in the upper register (Ab in the staff and up) 
without switching to my euphonium embouchure. It took a while for me to be able to 
produce these pitches with a nice tuba embouchure (corners down, open oral cavity and 
throat, low tongue), and this just came with time. 

Finally, something I still struggle with sometimes is just remembering the 
fingering system you’re using at the time (Bb euph, F, CC, BBb tuba) can be a challenge. 
I’m really not sure how to say how I approach it other than to say I sort of transpose and 
sort of don’t and often write in fingerings I know are going to throw me off if I’m not 
100% paying attention. Comfort in these comes with time. 

The rest of tuba playing came fairly naturally. Efficient buzz, air usage, finger 
facility, range flexibility, and particularly quick articulation technique transferred really 
well from euphonium. In orchestral and band excerpt playing and audition prep, a 
euphonium player is expected to be able to sight-read more challenging parts than a 
tuba player will ever have to prepare.   
 
MM: Biggest challenge at first: overcoming the different feel on my face. The challenges 
were mostly mental (focusing on the wrong thing...feel, instead of focusing on air and 
ear). There are intonation issues and low range issues on my horn but it's just the 
normal brass instrument stuff. Some things are particular to my horn (some low range 
notes are pretty flat and a little stuffy...low A and Ab below the staff especially). My 
horn is compensating so there are no 5th valve issues.  

I find slurring is more challenging than on euphonium. Reading bass clef like Bb 
treble with an Eb tuba made reading pretty easy. All the general things that apply to 
playing euphonium apply to playing tuba. When I focused on the small amount of 
differences it felt harder to play. When I shifted to focusing on the massive amount of 
similarities it became much easier in all regards. When I decided to focus more on low 
range every day it (of course) got better and I feel like I started to sound more like a 
tuba player down there.  
 
MS: All of the above! 

• Sound concept – I did a lot of listening and recording. This is something that 
David Zerkel helped me a lot with at UGA. This is connected to my use of air as 
well. I tend(ed) to blow air that is too fast and too narrow (like a euphonium). 
This creates an okay sound but one that is too bright and focused. With tuba, 
especially contrabass tuba, the default approach needs to involve slow, 
wide/thick air that produces a darker sound. I can do this now, but it still does 
not feel natural, and it is something I have to think about doing.  
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• Air – much more breathing, much slower – more consistently moving air. I 
practice breathing each day and focus on using as much air as possible on the 
tuba (not overblowing, but filling up the horn) 

• Phrasing – nothing beyond marking breaths and taking ownership of them 
• Embouchure Flexibility – this was a memorable challenge for me, Ben Pierce 

would have me work on the interval studies out of the Arban at various 
dynamics and in various styles. The goal was to use as little effort as possible, 
and let the change in air do the work for you, not the change in embouchure.  

• Range – for low range, I would work out of the Wes Jacobs edition of the 
Complete Vocalises by Bordogni down an octave, as well as the Snedecor Low 
Etudes for Tuba. This was mainly an exercise in air control as well. Strangely, the 
middle range was a particular problem on both F and CC tuba for me. I think this 
comes from the embouchure wanting to revert to a more comfortable, 
euphonium-type setup. To work on this, I would practice slow, slurred, ascending 
scales, focusing on cloning the tone on each pitch and thinking of keeping my 
embouchure “disengaged.” My teachers have described the lips as “just meat 
flapping in the wind.” 

• Slurring – the challenges with this were basically the same as the issues with 
middle-range and sound concept. When I slur, I tend to revert back to the 
euphonium playing style, and this leads to a bright, harsh tone.  

• Articulation – no big difficulties here, but I will mention that I had to drastically 
change how I articulate for the low register on tuba. I find that while the contact 
point is still between the tongue and where the top teeth meet the gum-line, 
where this point of contact is made goes further and further back on the tongue 
the lower the note is. For a Bb below the staff, for example, my tongue is 
“tonguing” in the same spot, but the tongue is physically located almost 
between my teeth, or even lower. I often catch myself tonguing too “high” or 
blowing air that is too fast for these lower notes. 

• Notes –  any problems/benefits are specific to the instruments I own, but C 
below the staff is almost universally bad on F tuba. My early problems with 
shifting to a euphonium embouchure would occur around C/D in the staff, which 
is something I worked through. Many of the tuning tendencies are too drastic to 
lip consistently so I’ve gotten used to pulling slides – especially for C# below the 
staff on CC tuba.  

• Fingers – Yes! This was challenging. A lot of slow practice in the low register (low 
etudes mentioned earlier). I overcame this practicing very difficult solo literature 
like Three Furies by James Grant. There is quite a lot of acrobatic low register 
playing in this piece and this helped me a lot on F tuba, to coordinate the 6 
valves (5+1). I took piano lessons through high school and part of my 
undergraduate, so this helped my finger dexterity immensely; even so, my hands 
get sore from the heavy CC tuba piston valves.  

• Reading – this just kind of came naturally over time. I worked on Blazhevich and 
Grigoriev etudes on F tuba. By the time I moved to C tuba, I was very 
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comfortable shifting “keys.” Now I sometimes run into problems when playing 
the same repertoire on two different horns.  

  
MT: Early on use of air and basic sound were major challenges. I thought it would 
translate more easily from euphonium than it did. Once I could get a basic, acceptable 
(but far from good) sound, moving between notes was difficult and I would experience 
“burrs” or double-hits on almost all note changes. I was actually quite surprised, but low 
register came more easily than high register. Reading was quite difficult, and 
incorporating the 5th valve took a very long time. 

I started out by going one etude at a time through the Boris Grigoriev 78 studies 
on my F-tuba. This is a good learning book because it progresses through one key 
signature at a time. It is also in the low register for F-tuba, so a lot of 5th valve work was 
required. This forced me to learn how to use it and how to use my wind for the often 
unfocused low register on F-tuba. 
 

Were your challenges on tuba consistent with skills that are challenging for you on euphonium 
or were they tuba specific? 

 
AT: Very tuba specific. 

BP: Most were tuba specific.   

GR: NO, just on tuba. 

GRJ: I spent a lot of time working on euphonium low range with my undergraduate 
teacher, so there is some overlap there with the fact that the tuba low range took a little 
while for me to develop. I also faced a similar embouchure break on the euphonium. 

 
KK: Challenges (and things that came easy) were completely tuba specific for me. I really 
think just starting from scratch on an instrument I already knew so much about - and 
more importantly knew exactly how I wanted to sound - was my biggest asset in all of 
this. 
 
MM: Getting the low range to sound better was tuba specific.  

MS: As frustrating as it is, I think the challenges I am faced with on tuba are no different 
than what I experienced on euphonium. I can remember as an undergraduate practicing 
these fundamentals on euphonium for several hours each and every day. As I have 
gotten closer to that amount of time on F tuba and eventually on CC tuba, I see these 
problems becoming easier to overcome.  

 
MT: The challenges for me on tuba were very specific. One can sometimes speak about 
“equivalent” notes, i.e. low F on euphonium is equivalent to low C on F-tuba. However, 
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the notes feel so different that the idea of equivalency can almost be totally abandoned. 
I had to learn the tuba as the tuba, not as it related to the euphonium.  

 
 

3.3 Similarities and Differences between Playing Euphonium and Tuba 

Based on these challenges, what have you found are the primary similarities and differences 
between playing on euphonium and tuba? 

• What do you think about sound concept for each? 
• Does use of air differ? If so, how? 
• Does your approach to phrasing differ on each horn? Does amount of air necessary to 

play have an affect on this? 
• Do you think of embouchure differently? If so, how? 
• Do you think of control of range, slurring, articulation, or intonation differently? If so, 

how? 
 
AT:  

• What do you think about sound concept for each?  
Very different sound concepts for me. I think of brilliance for the euphonium, 
and a dark core filled sound on the tuba. 

• Does use of air differ? If so, how?  
Yes, just in terms of width, and volume. It is a wider column of air on the 
tuba. 

• Does your approach to phrasing differ on each horn? Does amount of air 
necessary to play have an affect on this? 

My approach doesn’t change…but it is easier to play longer phrases on the 
euphonium, simply because it doesn’t take as much air as the tuba. 

• Do you think of embouchure differently? If so, how? 
No, the function of the embouchure is the same, the distances between the 
note “slots” are just further apart and wider on the tuba than the 
euphonium. 

• Do you think of control of range, slurring, articulation, or intonation differently? 
If so, how?  

No, the same. 
 

BP: I believe very strongly that sound concept needs to be developed by listening and 
imitating. Thus, a euphonium player had better listen to good tuba playing if he/she 
wants to sound good on the tuba. Use of air, embouchure, and other aspects of 
technique will follow if the sound concept is strong. 

Blowing does seem to take some special attention. Playing in the tuba’s low 
register with a big sound is such an interesting endeavor—such a large volume of air 
moving so slowly. We just don’t do that on the euphonium, so it has to be learned. The 
tendency is to try to muscle everything.   
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GR: When on B-flat tuba, pitch issues are the same as on the euphonium. On other 
tubas, you still have to fix their 6th partials.  

• What do you think about sound concept for each?  
I strive for them to sound full and warm. I feel that you can still “hear Gail” 
on the tuba and trombone when I play them.  

• Does use of air differ? If so, how?  
TONS more on tuba, sometimes it feels LESS on the trombone. I play an 
Edwards dual-bore slide trombone so it feels closer to the euphonium’s 
conical bore.  

• Does your approach to phrasing differ on each horn? Does amount of air 
necessary to play have an effect on this?  

YES!!! More air needed for the tuba! 
• Do you think of embouchure differently? If so, how?  

NO, the same. Firm corners and flat chin! 
• Do you think of control of range, slurring, articulation, or intonation differently? 

If so, how?  
They all are the same. It is always easier for me to play euphonium. I am 
more comfortable on the euphonium. Since playing tuba on a regular basis 
in our brass quintet, I feel more comfortable all of the time. I am also 
acclimating to the E-flat tuba and this has gotten more second nature over 
time, mostly due to my perfect-pitch centered ear.  

 
GRJ: For sound concept, I aim for a vibrant, projecting sound no matter what instrument 
I am playing. With regard to the use of air, I just think now about the general concept of 
slow air for low notes, fast air for high notes, no matter what horn I’m playing. From a 
big-picture standpoint, I try to keep my thinking about the horns the same. I don’t think 
too much about embouchure but rather focus on the Arnold Jacobs “song and wind” 
philosophy so I don’t get bogged down in minute technical details. 
 
KK: Similarities - I try to phrase and be as musical as I was on euphonium on the bigger 
horns. I try to not let my air needs get in the way of this, and if it’s going to, come up 
with little tricks or sneak breaths in a way that makes it sound like it’s not.  I also 
approach the general concepts of making music on a buzzed brass instrument the same 
way: buzz, slurring, tonguing, and articulation are conceptually performed in the exact 
same way. I want to “song and wind” my way through both instruments. 

Differences - The differences come in the details of doing all of that. For 
example, use of air is different for me. You just can’t put the same amount of air 
through a euphonium as you do a tuba without overplaying the horn. Embouchure is 
different too - not in the concepts of shifting embouchures for different extreme ranges 
or keeping it the same as much as possible through slurred ideas, but in the actual shape 
of the embouchure you need for both horns and their registers.  And obviously oral 
shape and tongue placement kind of go along in the same way. 
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MM: The general sound concept is basically the same for me over most of the range of 
the instrument. That's one reason I like the tuba double over the trombone double. It's 
easier to get away with using inefficient air on euphonium but the approach is the same 
for me. The approach to phrasing isn't different...one shouldn't let themselves have bad 
phrasing based on the instrument they're playing. I think because of the size of the tuba 
mouthpiece the embouchure is capable of doing any number of weird things and you'll 
still make a sound. I suppose I've personally focused a bit more on embouchure on tuba 
than on euphonium...making sure that I'm playing with an embouchure rather than 
letting the mouthpiece make it for me. When I'm playing my best I don't think of range, 
slurring, etc differently. 
 
MS: I think the sound concept is largely the same between euphonium, F tuba, and CC 
tuba, they just differ in range. This means that my ideal high range sound on the tuba is 
identical to a euphonium sound, and my ideal low range sound on a euphonium is 
identical to a tuba sound.  

I mentioned earlier, the air differs in that it is slower and thicker/wider. I imagine 
that I am using the same volume of air for either horn, just at different 
speeds/diameters.  

My general approach to phrasing does not change, I want to be as musical as 
possible at all times. On the tuba, this just requires more diligent breathing (and 
marking of breaths). I try not to think about embouchure too much, aside from staying 
relaxed and keeping my corners firm. I have found that the more I worry about my lips, 
the more strained and “controlled” I sound on the tuba.  

I do think of intonation differently on the tuba than euphonium. On euphonium, 
pitch bending is often the only way to adjust intonation, but on tuba we have the option 
of pulling slides and playing “down the middle” of the note. There are several notes 
where I will do this automatically to stay in tune.  

 
MT: Tuba air, for me, is very different from euphonium air. Euphonium air is more 
concentrated and under more pressure. If I approached a tuba with euphonium air, I 
would often get no response at all when trying to start a note. On tuba I had to learn 
what I think of as a slower, wider column of air. My concept of euphonium sound 
includes the idea of brilliance or brightness; of projecting like an operatic tenor. This 
concept does not apply on tuba for me. I am thinking instead of a much darker sound, 
even relative to the fact that tuba is already lower and darker.  
 
 

3.4 Learning the Valves 

How did you learn tuba fingerings when you first began?   
• Using euphonium fingerings as a reference point? 
• “Cold turkey”?   

Do you feel that this was an efficient way to learn the fingerings or would you do it differently if 
you were to do it again?  
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AT: COLD TURKEY! Just started learning a whole new set of fingerings from day one. I 
would forget that I had ever played a Bb instrument before, and just thought of F 
fingerings. CC tuba came very easily to me later on because of this approach. This is the 
way to do it in my opinion as we are a non-transposing instrument. 

 
BP: Cold turkey, yes. CC tuba is straight forward enough, with each fingering being a 
step off from the BBb tuba (or euphonium up an octave). F, well, you just learn them if 
you dive in and start playing music. It’s really not difficult; just takes practice. 

 
GR: A fellow tubist gave me a sheet of notebook paper with colored in circles to 
represent the fingerings for all 12 scales!!! This was NOT the best way to learn the tuba 
fingerings, but I DID learn and memorize my scales FAST!!! 

 
GRJ: I definitely used the “cold turkey” method. I feel that you just need to dive right in 
with learning the new fingerings. Practice sight reading easy etudes that make you work 
in all ranges so your comfort level grows quickly. 

 
KK: I initially just didn’t. I don’t have perfect pitch, so I would just play things I knew on 
euphonium on tuba, but with euphonium fingerings (eg: Rochuts up a whole step). Then 
I started learning simple excerpts by ear in the correct key (Holst’s First Suite in Eb is a 
good one) and then going back and looking at the parts as I played through them. Doing 
lip slurs while looking at the notes go by can also be a great way to start associating the 
new fingerings with the notes they produce. And finally, the best way is to just do it - a 
lot.  Read as much music as you can. But… I still occasionally write in fingerings that 
might trip me up when I’m playing a bunch of F and CC tuba stuff that is similar 

 
MM: As I mentioned earlier, this was easy due to reading Bb treble clef. It was super 
efficient since I didn't have to think about it. Would definitely recommend for 
euphonium players who can read tenor or Bb treble clef.  

 
MS: I learned fingerings by thinking of the key of the instrument (F first for me) and 
basing the “main” major scale off of those notes. So basically memorizing that F below 
the staff is open, G is 4th, A is 12 (or 3 for me), etc. I did not use any transposition tricks 
to help, just fully understanding the harmonic series and how the instrument works. I 
think “cold turkey” might be the best way to describe it. 

This was an efficient way for me to learn the fingerings. I don’t recall having 
much difficulty with this. I think what also helped was playing etude and solo repertoire 
that I would have considered “easy” on the euphonium, or things that I was familiar 
with. This minimized the mental math I had to do to learn the music.  

 
MT: I used a combination of what the note would be on euphonium and then 
transposing it to F-tuba, but after a short time this seemed inefficient and I just looked 
at the notes as whatever fingerings they were on tuba and tried to memorize them.  
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3.5 Literature Recommendations 

What literature have you found to be most useful for euphonium players beginning to double on 
tuba? Why do you think this literature is the most useful for beginning doublers? 

• Method Books? 
• Solo Literature? 
• Ensemble Literature? 
• Excerpts? 
• Tunes/Improvisation/Jazz? 

 
AT:  

• Method Books? Senon Etude books-All three volumes. 
• Solo Literature? Thomas Steven’s Aria Con Variazione, and Variations in Olden 

Style 
• Ensemble Literature? – Get into a Brass Quintet ASAP. It will help to develop 

your sense of being the bass in a group, and will force you to develop the bass 
“fundamental” to your tuba sound.  

• Excerpts?- Wait til you pick up the CC tuba later. 
• Tunes/Improvisation/Jazz? 

The etudes are easy at first, then become more difficult. They sit in the mid to lower 
register, then gradually ascend. The solos that I mention are great because they have 
beautiful melodies, and sit extremely well for the F tuba! 
 
BP: I like the Blazhevich 70 studies. Kopprasch is good but kind of dry. I’ve also used Sear 
extensively, and the Senon Kaleidoscope etudes. If the player isn’t ready for Blazhevich 
or Kopprasch, they probably shouldn’t be doubling. 

In my opinion there is no reason not to play solos almost right away, provided 
that the level is attainable. (I learned F by playing the Broughton Sonata. I already knew 
the melody so it came pretty easy.)   

Orchestral and band excerpts will really kick a euphonium player’s butt. A 
convincing Ride or Meistersinger will not be done by a euph player without considerable 
practice. The excerpts should be learned regardless of interest or lack thereof in 
orchestral playing. It’s part of knowing the instrument and being able to teach it one 
day. 
 
GR:  

• Introduction and Dance – Barat (this also works great because you can use Smart 
Music to play along with the piano part) 

• Andante and Rondo – Capuzzi  
• Air and Bouree – Bach/Bell (also on Smart Music) 
• Sonatas – Marcello  
• Sonatas – Telemann  
• Nocturne – Strauss  
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• Fantasy – Arnold  
• Ricercar – Gabrielli 
• Concerto for Tuba – Ewazen 
• Many more… I just can’t think of them all! 
• Ensemble Literature? ANY BRASS QUINTET tuba parts!!! Phil Sinder did this with 

me and it was VERY SMART AND IT REALLY HELPED ME!!!! 
• Excerpts? YES! The 100 – Wesley Jacobs (This book gives suggested tubas and 

important errata info and it is an amazing “all-in-one” kind of book to have.) 
• Tunes/Improvisation/Jazz?  YES!!! All of my tuba and euphonium students must 

memorize and be able to play B-flat blues and F blues.  I require this of each 
student every semester as part of their midterm “Skills Test” as well as playing 
familiar tunes such as Happy Birthday. It is good for the “transition.” Familiarity 
is good when you first “make them do it.” I usually just say, “I'll see you next 
week with the F tuba.” I also like using Smart Music so they play with a pianist 
early on.  

 
GRJ: The David Vining Flow Studies book is my absolute favorite. The exercises are 
intended to get you focused on proper air usage and moving easily around the horn. 
Otherwise, it’s good to use some of the standard method books such as the Blazevich 
and Tyrell books to gain familiarity with them. I don’t have any specific 
recommendations for solo literature other than to start with easier pieces to develop 
the tuba sound and technique before trying to tackle some of the major works. 
Honestly, one of the most helpful things I did regarding literature was to get involved in 
a brass quintet – perhaps before I was truly ready to be in one! But I was fortunate to 
find a group that was patient with me as I tackled the F tuba as quickly as I could. 
 
KK: I think the Michael Davis 20 Minute Warm-up is the perfect beginning book for 
tubists. The exercises move from very simple to quite hard, fingering isn’t a huge issue, 
and there’s a tape of Gene Pokorny doing them to try and match. Beyond that, working 
with familiar etudes down an octave and excerpts that you’ve heard one million times in 
excerpt class are a great way to get going as well. Finally, it’s probably good to 
eventually get into some new tuba stuff that you’re not familiar with early on. This gets 
you out of that “orchestral tuba prep rut” that I think a lot of players can get into. It’s 
really easy to stagnate and plateau on all the rep that shows up in orchestral auditions. 
The great thing about the euphonium culture is that sense of no limitations. There’s 
always harder and harder stuff and you’re expected to play it well AND musically. That’s 
a great thing to bring to a new instrument and never lose. Finally, maybe the most 
important thing about learning a new instrument is to CONSTANTLY RECORD YOURSELF 
and listen back. Trying to make yourself sound the way you want. It’s so much easier to 
catch rough sounds and things you don’t like and correct them early on than it will be 
later if you’ve already developed bad habits. 
 
MM: I think an ear and air based method is most effective. My doctoral project was 
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creating a method book for teaching euphonium players to double on tuba. Realizing 
that the air for second space C is the same on either instrument is important. For 
example: play C on euphonium, air pattern C, air pattern C on the tuba mouthpiece, 
buzz C on the tuba mouthpiece, play C on tuba. Throw singing in there too. The most 
effective way to start in my opinion is by going back and forth using daily routine type 
materials to learn how similar it is to play both instruments. If you choose to focus on 
the similarities, it will be easier than if you focus on the differences.  
 
MS:  

• Method Books – Blazhevich 70 Studies, Grigoriev 78 Studies, Edwards, Simply 
Singing for Winds, Snedecor – Low Etudes for Tuba, Bordogni/Wes Jacobs – 
Complete Vocalises for Tuba (basically standard collegiate rep) 

• Solo – depends greatly on the student. For me, I began with Haddad’s Suite for 
Tuba, but then moved to much more complicated repertoire as I started on F 
tuba rather than CC tuba. Ideally, a doubler would start on a contrabass tuba, 
and tackle the standard repertoire no differently than a primary tuba student. 
Rep for this might include – Andante and Rondo by Capuzzi, Hartley 
Unaccompanied Suite, McFarland Sketches, Lebedev Concerto in One 
Movement, etc. The focus needs to be on doing simple things well.  

• Ensemble Literature – no big opinions here, give them opportunities to play 
different parts 

• Excerpts – start learning excerpts! Anything that focuses on the sustain and 
breadth necessary to play tuba. Some good ones for me were Pictures (except 
Bydlo), Die Meistersinger, Prokofiev Symphony 5 

• Tunes/Improv/Jazz – I think playing tunes by ear every day in many different 
keys is a great way to build comfort and facility on a new instrument. I would 
make sure this is part of the equation 

Most of my opinions involve the method/etude book literature. While some of these 
materials will be too difficult starting out, since the doubler already understands how to 
play a different instrument we don’t want to be bored with the materials. I really love 
Brad Edwards’ Simply Singing for Winds as it presents many “easy” exercises in both 
lyrical and technical styles. These are difficult enough to keep anyone interested, but 
not too difficult to present any serious roadblocks. The other books on this list are 
certainly “standard” for collegiate tuba students, and I feel they also work very well for 
doublers. These are primarily what I have worked out of, and continue to work out of on 
tuba. Particular attention should be paid to the Snedecor Low Etudes, as well as the 
Complete Vocalises played down an octave. This will help develop the control (or more 
accurately, lack of control) needed to play in the low register with a characteristic 
sound.  
 

Do you think doubling beginners would be wise to work with literature already familiar to them 
or literature they are not familiar with and why? 

• Some combination of familiar and unfamiliar? 
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AT: Both a combination, and at first using some of the same fundamental exercises.  

BP: Both. The familiar music makes learning fingerings easier, because the ear helps 
guide the fingers and mistakes are immediately noticed. The unfamiliar music is good 
because sight reading and learning new things is always good! 

 
GR: FAMILIAR is the best “bait” to get them hooked and confident. Once they are 
acclimated to the partials and correct fingerings, we switch to NEW materials and I have 
them play duets with me as soon as possible for building pitch consistency and 
independent playing.  

 
GRJ: I think a combination would be best. Unfamiliar music will force you to really make 
sure you’re playing it correctly instead of relying on your prior knowledge of the piece. 
Playing music you already know in some capacity could perhaps make the learning 
process go more quickly. 

 
MM: I think the literature is less important than the approach to the instrument.  

MS: For me, this is similar to how one might learn to read in a different clef. I think 
familiarity is very helpful for a doubling beginner; it just gives the student one less thing 
to think about. In that regard, it is useful to play music on their primary instrument first 
(different octaves or keys are fine), so that familiarity can be gained. Of course, at some 
point this crutch should be removed. For me, this familiarity just came from having 
heard or studied many of the pieces and etudes that I worked on previously. (For 
example, I had played all of the Bordogni and many of the Blazhevich etudes on 
euphonium and trombone before learning them on tuba).  

 
MT: Of course, there are many different learning styles. For me, learning music that you 
do not already know on euphonium is wisest. If you start learning solos you have 
already played on euphonium, your euphonium fingerings can interfere, as well as 
sound concept and phrasing.  

 
 

3.6 Learning the Double: Synthesis of Ideas 

The responses related to challenges encountered while pursuing the double are again 

extremely varied. The interviewees went into great depth in answering these questions, and I 

would recommend that any doubler go directly to the responses for help regarding their 

specific individual challenges. A few common issues did manifest themselves however, 

including: initial trouble in the middle register (getting a double buzz or “break” between 
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notes), high register, articulation and tone challenges in the low register, getting used to a 

different speed/width of airflow, and trying to avoid “grabbing” or “muscling” notes into place. 

In reading the responses, it becomes clear that there are many different ways to 

approach these issues. It is difficult to say there is really one “best” path towards success, 

because the responses provide evidence that there are many different paths. As there is not 

time to acknowledge every detail of every response, for the remainder of this synthesis I will 

curb my recommendations towards the majority. The reader is again encouraged to look closely 

at each response on a given subject and find an alternate route if the following 

recommendations do not complement and enhance their doubling experience.  

Regarding similarities and differences between the tuba and euphonium, the one 

difference that everyone seemed to agree on is that the tuba takes slower air, and takes a 

“wider” air column. Beyond noting that difference, I think it is very important as Dr. Murchison 

said, to “Focus on the similarities” rather than the differences. The tuba may “feel” different 

and take different air, but everything else should be approached in the same manner (regarding 

fundamentals of tone production). The player needs to listen to great tuba players to develop a 

sense of the desired sound, and then try to imitate those sounds while practicing. The player is 

always encouraged to take the musicianship they have developed on euphonium and apply it to 

tuba on day one, as this is the greatest advantage a doubler has over someone who is just 

picking up an instrument for the first time. The player ought to attempt to play beautifully and 

sing through the tuba the same way they would on euphonium.  

It is generally agreed that developing a desired sound concept was not difficult for 

doublers (because they had done plenty of listening), and this will be the case for most 
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euphonium players who have listened to solos and excerpts performed in their studio and 

departmental classes for years. At the same time, achieving the desired sound concept in the 

middle (and upper/lower) registers seems to be the most immediate problem faced. Many of 

the interviewees discussed the concept of a slower and wider airstream needed to produce the 

proper tone in these registers. The interviewees also described having to avoid the tendency to 

“muscle” notes into place the way they may on euphonium.  

The prescription recommended by these players to get over the issue involves listening, 

buzzing, and slow legato etudes and scales. Rather than forcing air through the embouchure to 

“make” notes come out, the euphonium player is encouraged to “back off” when he/she gets a 

double buzz. Trying to force the notes out by playing louder and adding more air tends to 

exacerbate the problem of a double buzz or “break” rather than solve it, and this ought to be 

avoided as it only reinforces bad habits and makes the double buzz more likely to happen. 

In my own tuba lessons, getting a double buzz and trying to “force” notes into place 

were my biggest problems. My teacher (Donald C. Little) encouraged me to back off and get 

comfortable playing at a soft dynamic before trying to increase the dynamic. I wanted to play 

loud on day one but I took his advice, and over time, enforcing good sound in the soft dynamics 

has transferred into being able to play without a double buzz in the louder dynamics. I had to 

relax, not “fight” the tuba (because the tuba fights back!), and realize that “muscling” 

everything into place simply was not an option as it often is on euphonium.  

An often-overlooked issue with regards to the double buzz, is that it also helps to get 

the instrument as “in tune” as possible through the pushing and pulling of tuning slides. This is 

a rather foreign concept to euphonium players, but often a double buzz can be created when 
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the player has a pitch strongly held in their mind, but one of the tuning slides on the instrument 

is a full inch (or more) away from where it needs to be in order to make that pitch resonate. 

Early and often work with a tuner on simple fundamentals such as long tones or turn/flow 

studies can help the player to begin learning the intonation tendencies of the instrument and 

how to work with these tendencies rather than against them. 

The high register on tuba is an issue that some interviewees experienced difficulty with 

while others didn’t. I would recommend however, that every euphonium player approach this 

register with confidence, as their embouchure and ears operate in this register regularly. If the 

high range does not immediately come, consistent practice in this register will surely allow it to 

develop. Articulation speed and consistency are fundamentals generally regarded as 

transferring well between tuba and euphonium along with finger dexterity, although the 5th 

(and potentially 6th valve) fluency on tuba was noted as taking time to develop. The challenges 

encountered by the interviewees were almost all labeled as being “tuba specific”, although Dr. 

Shipes and Dr. Renshaw-James both noted that there was overlap between issues they faced 

while learning both the tuba and euphonium. 

Regarding learning fingers efficiently, it is clear that BB-Flat and E-Flat instruments will 

enable a player to learn fingerings the fastest through their similarity to euphonium. It is also 

clear that learning fingers for any of the differently pitched tubas can be done over a period of 

three to six weeks with consistent practice, so choosing to play E-Flat or BB-Flat because of this 

reason is really only an advantage for the first month or two. Because of this, I do not 

recommend factoring this into a decision of what instrument to play. Many doublers try to 

relate tuba fingerings to some system that they already know in an effort to avoid work, but 
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end up causing themselves more work and confusion in the long run. Most of our interviewees 

recommend sitting down and learning the new fingerings “cold turkey”. It may be slow going 

the first few days, but it will help to keep the fingerings for the different instruments 

“separated” in the mind further down the road.  

Each of the interviewees did have a point in their career where they received tuba 

specific lessons. If tuba specific lessons are not available however, that does not mean a 

doubler cannot make great headway playing the tuba. As Keith Kile mentioned, he had few 

lessons, but simply focused on listening to recordings of his favorite players, imitating the 

sounds they made, and recording his practice/listening back. If the doubler has achieved 

considerable success on euphonium, then this process is probably nothing new. A lesson here 

or there can suffice for sufficient growth, as the student should already be familiar with 

foundations of brass playing and able to make use of the learning process described. 

Regarding selecting literature for use when beginning doubling, Dr. Murchison noted 

that when beginning, “an ear and air based method is most effective.” Also noting that “If you 

choose to focus on the similarities, it will be easier than if you focus on the differences.” The 

question then becomes, what literature will facilitate this ear and air based method most 

efficiently? Generally, the interviewees agreed that students will achieve initial success through 

the use of repertoire that they are already familiar with. As Dr. Pierce States, “Familiar music 

makes learning fingerings easier, because the ear helps guide the fingers and mistakes are 

immediately noticed.” This then means that initial recommended literature for a beginner is 

simply that which that the student has some familiarity with. The student can play fundamental 

routines they are familiar with, solo literature, etudes, or excerpts if they have heard them. As 
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Dr. Shipes states, “I think familiarity is very helpful for a doubling beginner; it just gives the 

student one less thing to think about.” 

After the initial period of becoming familiar with the instrument, it is recommended that 

the student branch out to new material and begin pursuing tuba literature in the same manner 

an undergraduate tuba student would. Dr. Robertson states “FAMILIAR is the best ‘bait’ to get 

them hooked and confident. Once they are acclimated to the partials and correct fingerings, we 

switch to NEW materials.” Dr. Renshaw-James adds that “Unfamiliar music will force you to 

really make sure you’re playing it correctly instead of relying on your prior knowledge of the 

piece.”  

The interviewees gave multiple examples of method books and solos that worked well 

for them. I again encourage the doubler reading this document to look to these responses 

should they be interested in details of what literature to pursue. Full lists of recommended tuba 

literature can already be found in books and articles, and I recommend that the student review 

the literature lists provided for high school and collegiate students in the Guide to the Tuba 

Repertoire. These lists will make the student familiar with common tuba literature and the 

student will also notice many similarities to the euphonium repertoire they are already playing. 

These similarities can be great starting points before moving further into literature that is tuba 

specific. 

The final recommendation that was mentioned by almost every interviewee is that of 

playing in a brass quintet. There is so much to be gained from playing music in real time with 

real people. It forces the student to start listening for note lengths and articulation. It forces the 
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student to hear intonation problems and fix them, and it forces the student to improve 

dramatically so that they can “keep up” with the players around them!  

If a brass quintet is not available, I would also recommend playing with a tuba-

euphonium quartet. The added advantage to performing in a quartet is that there will be 

another tuba player in the group. When rehearsing, the experienced tuba player will hopefully 

have helpful recommendations for the doubler as issues arise (essentially these become free 

lessons). If neither of these ensembles are available, then playing solos with smart music, a 

piano player, or duets with any instrument can only help the player to improve and start feeling 

comfortable playing the tuba in public. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MAINTAINING THE DOUBLE 

4.1 The Relationship Between “Primary” and “Secondary” Instruments 

After beginning to double, what has been the relationship between your euphonium playing and 
tuba playing? Do you still consider euphonium to be your “primary” instrument? 

• Is there still a large gap between your skill on euphonium and tuba?
• If you feel equally comfortable on both, how long did it take you to feel that your tuba

playing matched your euphonium playing?
• Has there been a shift or multiple shifts in which instrument you consider to be your

primary? And if so, what are the reasons for the shift(s)?
• Have you stopped playing either instrument all together or nearly all together at any

point in your career including currently?

AT: I consider tuba to be my primary instrument now. I play the euphonium at least 3
days a week in lessons/warm-up class with my euphonium students, which has kept my
“level” and ability. It took about 5 years for me to feel as if my tuba playing had matched
the ability that I had on the euphonium. During my doctorate studies, I nearly put the
euphonium down altogether to just practice the tuba for a solid 2 ½ years. I would only
play euphonium for gigs, or to teach a lesson (averaged once per week).

BP: I feel like whatever I’m doing at any given time has all of my attention, and
therefore is primary. At times I’ve let the euphonium sit for weeks while working on
tuba music, and vice-versa. I do feel equally comfortable on both, but I feel that I’m able
to express myself more immediately on the euphonium, maybe because I’ve played it
longer or maybe because it’s just a better solo instrument. I also find the euphonium
more physically comfortable to play. I think this is because most lyrical tuba music is in
the upper register, which seems to beat up the face a lot whereas on euphonium that
register is in the “heart” of the horn.

I learned F tuba really quickly, just digging into solos in order to become 
comfortable with the fingerings and deal with the lack of resonance in the low register.
By the time I was well into my DMA (tuba), I felt like I was a pretty capable switch hitter.
At this point I am not playing much CC tuba. I don’t do many “gigs,” and I’ve become
completely uninterested in orchestral playing.

GR: I still consider euphonium to be my primary instrument. The “gap” between my skill
on both is not as large as it used to be. My weakness is long phrases and very loud low
playing. There have been times where I did not play as much tuba for a short period.

GRJ: When I had reached a certain point on the tuba, I would call both the tuba and
euphonium my primary instruments. I think my skills are relatively equal on both horns
at this point – and I began to feel this way about halfway through my D.M.A. degree. In
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other words, for me, it took about 4-5 years to feel comfortable saying I was pretty 
equal on both tuba and euphonium. These days, I consider the tuba to be my primary 
instrument. If I play a recital or get asked to play a gig, it is most likely going to be the 
tuba.  

For some reason, I think I’ve grown more comfortable on the tuba. It’s an 
instrument that I can pick up without having played for a long period of time and get 
back into good playing shape quickly. I think the tuba might be a more natural fit for me 
than euphonium. Although I still play both horns, it is entirely dependent on what I have 
coming up at any given time. I’ve gotten into a pattern where I won’t play any of my 
horns until I’m coming up on a gig. Then, I set a date on which I need to start playing the 
tuba or euphonium again (depending on the needs of the upcoming gig) so I can get 
myself back into shape. 
 
KK: I started including tuba in my practice routine and soon after advanced at the US 
Army Field Band audition tape round, so I put the euphonium down to prepare for the 
live rounds. I ended up being a finalist there and things moved quickly after that. Both 
West Point and TUSAB had back to back auditions the next year so I hunkered down 
even more on the tuba. I figured if any euphonium stuff came open I would pick it back 
up, but that never happened.  

I obviously ended up winning the West Point audition and spent my first year 
here frantically practicing so no one would find out I didn’t know how to play tuba. Now 
I really only pick up the euphonium to teach and maintain a bare minimum of chops. It’s 
the tuba I have to actually be good at right now. 
 
MM: I still tell people euphonium is my primary but I really don't feel that much 
difference anymore. I've played tuba for ten years now so the skill gap is pretty small. At 
the absolute pinnacle of what I can do on each instrument I'm still better on 
euphonium, but you don't often need to reach that pinnacle in gig situations so it's not a 
road block. I started performing on tuba within the first year I played but it probably 
took...5 years to feel 75-80% as comfortable as euphonium. Now I usually prefer to play 
tuba. It feels easier to get in shape and more comfortable to play in general. I don't get 
tired on tuba the same way as euphonium so I don't worry about fatigue in the same 
way. I try and play both regularly but sometimes what I'm practicing is situational. If I'm 
working on a lot of writing, I won't practice much of either. If I have recitals or solo stuff 
coming up I'll start practicing again (both instruments).  
 
MS: The relationship is always rocky! Any amount of time spent on one horn detracts 
from the other. This is what makes doubling so dangerous for young players; they 
certainly need to establish a home base before branching out.  

• Euphonium is still my primary instrument. It feels so much easier to play, even if 
the repertoire I am performing is of comparable difficulty between the two 
instruments.  

• There is a gap between my euphonium and F tuba playing. At this point, I have 
spent enough time playing F tuba that it is beginning to feel like home. However, 
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there is still quite a large gap between my F and CC tuba playing (and certainly 
between euphonium and CC tuba). 

• I’m willing to say that I feel comfortable on F tuba and euphonium. It took about 
6-8 years of serious practice on tuba to get to that point. During my graduate 
degrees, I typically practiced 3-4 hours each day, usually splitting fairly evenly 
between euphonium and tuba.  

• I have never felt like tuba has shifted to become my primary instrument. 
• I have never stopped playing either instrument all together.  
• Even if I take a few weeks off from euphonium to focus on tuba, it still feels like 

my primary instrument when I come back! 
 
MT: As I have stated to many of my students and colleagues, I do not consider myself a 
doubler, but a practitioner of both instruments. The term “doubling” has a connotation 
in the music world that one instrument is primary and the other secondary. I do not 
consider that to be the case for me and I think those that play both instruments can do 
themselves a great disservice by talking about a primary and secondary instrument. In 
some cases, “doubling” may make sense as a term if the person really just plays an 
additional instrument at a much lower level of competence but wants additional 
opportunities in settings like pit orchestras for broadway shows. If the person wants to 
be taken seriously as high-level performer on two instruments, they should just say they 
play both instruments. For example, Pinchas Zuckerman plays both violin and viola at a 
world-class level, but I find no evidence of him ever using the term “doubling” (nor of 
anyone else using it to describe him.) Of course, neither I nor most of us are at that 
level, but playing both instruments at a high level is the goal. Thus, I do not consider 
either instrument primary. There are phases where I may play much more of one 
instrument than another, but when this happens I still do not consider one instrument 
primary and the other secondary.  
 
 

4.2 Positive Effects of Doubling on Primary Instrument 

Have you found that doubling on tuba has had any positive effects on your euphonium playing? 
If so, please describe these benefits. 

 
AT: It benefited my euphonium playing in that I developed a better sense of what 
keeping the horn full physically felt like.  

 
BP: Tuba doubling definitely makes taking big breaths easier and more automatic. 
Generally, I think my phrasing and the length of phrases I could make improved on the 
euphonium. I think the relaxed blowing style also can have a positive effect on 
euphonium sound.   
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GR: YES, it requires more air!!! It gives you the opportunity to serve as the “foundation” 
and “time-keeper” in the brass quintet. You become more aware of “note lengths” and 
“weight of notes.” 

 
GRJ: It’s just made me a better brass player in general. I’ve had to learn so much more 
about how brass playing is similar across the different instruments, and that knowledge 
has helped me solve problems on the euphonium. For example, the high range of the 
euphonium has not been a strength for me, but I’m better at the high range now than I 
ever have been before. 

 
KK: Having only studied with tuba players my entire life, switching to tuba made a lot of 
things told to me over and over suddenly click. In particular, ideas from Arnold Jacob’s 
and Dan Perantoni were finally made clear. Mr. P used to constantly tell me to “blow 
from the lips,” and although I thought I knew what he was talking about, it didn’t really 
make sense until I was playing an instrument that really amplifies the need to make a 
good buzz and move good air. 

 
MM: Generally speaking I've found that playing tuba makes the euphonium seem 
easier. From a practical standpoint, it's been very beneficial for me to have another 
outlet with which to play. I was getting pretty tired of the euphonium and so tuba gave 
me something new to work on which did a lot to keep me interested in playing.  

 
MS: “Positive Affects” might be a reach. If anything, I have developed a more firm 
understanding of what I am actually doing physically to play each instrument, and how 
my use of air and embouchure is different. I think I am more efficient with my air use on 
all instruments since learning the tuba. David Zerkel always challenged me to “blow until 
I stop” and strive to use the maximum amount of air at all times on the contrabass tuba. 
This lead to me breathing much more, and taking in much more air every time I do 
breathe. I know we hear this ALL of the time, but there really is great value in practicing 
breathing, and reflexively filling your lungs (really filling them) every time you have an 
opportunity.  
 
MT: I am a better breather now than when I just played euphonium. I certainly thought I 
breathed well, but I found there were many cases where I was only taking 75-80% of a 
full breath. Playing tuba has forced me to be more aware of taking a very full breath 
every time.  
 
 

4.3 Negative Effects of Doubling on Primary Instrument 

Have you found that doubling on tuba has had any negative effects on your euphonium playing? 
If so, please describe these negative effects. 

 
AT: None.  
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BP: Yes.  Switching back and forth, there are negative effects.  For example: 
• A pronounced double buzz on euphonium, especially in the upper register (this 

goes away gradually, but comes back after each tuba session). 
• A need to regularly do maintenance work on the tuba’s low register, probably 

more so than a “regular” tuba player does. 
• Difficulty going from euphonium to tuba in the same day—the response and 

sound on tuba never seems to be at its best until the following day.  I like to go 
from large horn to smaller during the day whenever possible, and also in recitals. 

• I have a general feeling that my efforts might be “watered down” by doubling, 
i.e. if I could spend all of my practice time playing the euphonium, I might have 
better: consistency, sound, response, endurance. 

 
GR: NONE. If I had to pick one, it would be that when I am playing the tuba, I miss 
playing the counter melodies that we get as euphonium players. The tuba in most 
quintet music gets robbed!!! 
 
GRJ: There was a period of time where I struggled to produce a clear sound on any of 
my horns – euphonium, F tuba, CC tuba. At that time, I was not thinking much about the 
Arnold Jacobs “song and wind” concept. But after spending a summer thinking a lot 
about this philosophy and incorporating it into my playing – especially through the use 
of mouthpiece buzzing – things improved tremendously. I think the takeaway here is 
that it’s easy to get bogged down in minute technical differences between the tuba and 
euphonium. But I’ve found that if I treat the horns as similarly as possible, I get much 
better results. 
 
KK: I’ve found that tuba playing has made my euphonium sound a bit more “tubby.” I 
have to really concentrate to get a nice sweet sound that I like. I am not one of those 
guys that can just switch quickly back and forth because they are really different in my 
head. It also takes a lot of my resources to be as good as I want on each horn… I’m not 
sure I’ve ever been completely on top of all three at once. 
 
MM: Nope. No negative effects.  

MS: Negative effects are all short-term. When I play tuba, I have to think of playing in an 
“uncontrolled” manner – relying on the air supply, not embouchure strength. On 
euphonium, this is still the case, but there is a degree of “control” that we have to 
employ in order to play. After playing tuba, it takes me a while to shift back into this 
higher gear. Of course the embouchure feels weird; switching between any two 
instruments will have this effect.  

The biggest negative effect with doubling is that you are no longer directing all of 
your focus to one instrument. I will never be the best euphonium player I could have 
been because I have spent and am spending a large portion of my time focusing on tuba 
as well as trombone. This is one of the biggest problems with doubling in students. The 
best answer is to practice both instruments equal amounts (and as much as you would 
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have just practiced one on each of them!), but this is rarely possible without great time 
management. 
 
MT: Not really. It is hard to say since I cannot compare my current euphonium playing to 
where it would be if I had never played tuba.  
 

4.4 Doubling on Tuba and Trombone 

Do you also double on trombone? 
 
AT: No 

 
BP: I played trombone from childhood through my undergraduate degree and pretty 
much left it alone after that. It didn’t seem necessary that I play trombone, and I wasn’t 
really interested.   

 
GR: Yes. I play the trombone and tuba equally well. I currently play more tuba, but in the 
past, I played trombone the most. It was part of my full-time job with Walt Disney. I 
played trombone in the marching bands and fanfare brass groups. Maintaining multiple 
horns can be time consuming and not easy. I currently manage the tuba and euphonium 
and baritone horn. The trombone has “taken the back seat” this past semester, but that 
can change at any moment. I have also played trombone in our faculty brass quintet. 
 
GRJ: I do a little bit of doubling on trombone, but it’s pretty rare. Mostly, I play 
trombone with students in lessons. I feel that I have enough of a command of the 
instrument to be helpful to the trombone students I work with at Hendrix. Every once in 
a while, I will play trombone in a performance, such as playing for the Hendrix College 
Chamber Orchestra to fill out the trombone section. 
 
KK: I don’t. I really consider CC and F tubas to basically be two different instruments. 
Maybe not in actual technical execution, but in the amount of resources (practice time, 
energy, mental devotion) to maintain and further develop a high level of playing. I can’t 
imagine adding another instrument now on top of these two (plus euphonium). 
 
MM: I don't double on trombone. I played bass trombone my senior year of high school 
in marching band because I wanted the experience (10% of the reason) and I wanted to 
blast my face off (90% of the reason). I also have a trombone which sits in a case. I 
occasionally play trumpet. For ease I use a hybrid mouthpiece. That hasn't been a 
priority for me lately.  
 
MS: Yes, trombone is somewhere between F tuba and CC tuba for me. I have played 
since the 10th grade, and took lessons every semester through all of my degrees. My 
original purpose was to play in jazz-band in high school. When I got to college, my 
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teacher encouraged me to stick with it, so I did. Since then, my purpose has been 
identical to my purpose with tuba: gain more opportunities to play and teach different 
repertoire, be a more effective teacher, and be more marketable as a college professor.  

There is never enough time for any of this; it is a constant juggling act. Trombone 
has taken the backseat out of necessity, but I will often practice exclusively to get more 
comfortable if a performance is coming up.  
 
MT: I started playing trombone in high school, and played it on a few performances with 
the Marine Band where needed. Today I only play trombone when teaching brass 
methods. 

 
 

4.5 Maintaining the Double: Synthesis of Ideas 

In regards to the ongoing relationship between the interviewee’s euphonium and tuba 

playing, the responses indicate that the relationship between the two can be extremely varied. 

Similarly, some interviewees doubled on trombone in addition to tuba, while others do not. 

What each interviewee had in common however is that the work they do for their primary 

employer(s) directly affects the relationship between their tuba and euphonium playing. This 

again is good news for euphonium players doubling on tuba. It shows that the double doesn’t 

provide a “single” and specific career path, but that it can be tailored to fit the specific needs of 

many different career paths, including college teaching, military, free-lance, and orchestral 

playing.  

The interviewees mentioned seeing multiple positive benefits to their euphonium 

playing through the study of both instruments such as: Improved breathing and the ability to 

make longer phrases, a sense of what “keeping the horn full physically” feels like, a better 

fundamental understating of brass playing, and the mental benefits of having another artistic 

outlet apart from euphonium. One benefit that I would like to draw specific attention to was 

discussed by Mr. Kile. He states, “Having only studied with tuba players my entire life, switching 
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to tuba made a lot of things told to me over and over suddenly click. In particular, ideas from 

Arnold Jacob’s and Dan Perantoni were finally made clear. Mr. P used to constantly tell me to 

‘blow from the lips,’ and although I thought I knew what he was talking about, it didn’t really 

make sense until I was playing an instrument that really amplifies the need to make a good buzz 

and move good air.” 

I have found what Mr. Kile discussed to be the most important “reverse” benefit in my 

euphonium playing as well. I have had teachers tell me not to “grab” notes, or “force” things 

and I legitimately believed that I was doing what they were asking me to do. It was not until I 

began studying tuba that I was made aware of how much “work” I was doing rather than 

“blowing from the lips” as Daniel Perantoni is famous for recommending. When I discovered 

this difference on tuba I applied it to my euphonium playing, and even though I was already late 

into my doctorate, I experienced a sudden vast improvement in almost all aspects of playing. I 

finally understood what my teachers who played tuba had meant all those years! 

A majority of the interviewees stated that their tuba playing had no negative effects on 

their euphonium playing, but some were mentioned. The negative effects discussed include: a 

“tubbier” euphonium sound, a double buzz in the high register, difficulty going between the 

instruments in the same day, and euphonium practice time being “watered down” by the time 

spent on tuba, possibly having a negative effect on “consistency, sound, response, and 

endurance.” A majority of these set backs were spoken of as short term problems that were 

overcome through practice, but the need to split time on the instruments is a challenge that 

won’t go away. Although there are many positive benefits that can be found through learning 
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both instruments, the sense that one would be a better euphonium player without splitting 

time with the tuba still exists whether rightfully or not.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Throughout their careers, many euphonium players will find that doubling on tuba will 

greatly expand their opportunities. The process of learning to double on tuba is one that many 

would be wise to pursue, and it is my hope that this dissertation document will provide the 

information these individuals need in order to learn the tuba as efficiently as possible. I owe a 

great debt of gratitude to the interviewees for their willingness to share so much of their 

expertise, and I look forward to observing and working with current and future generations of 

euphonium players, who are sure to find employment in even more varied and exciting and 

ways. 
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